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Awesome Canyoning Adventure in Wilderness of 
Bali

Can you imagine how thrilling sensation when jumping off the high cliff? It will make you scream loudly, right? 
Canyoning Discovery in Bali is an adventure where you may get challenging experiences in nature.

The adventure will takes place in the wilderness of Bali Island exactly along rapids and canyon with waterfalls. 
There are many obstacles and excitements that you will find inside. It all will be conquered by variety of 
techniques such as jumping, rappeling, sliding, and swimming,

Canyoning in Northern Bali
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Bali Adrenaline Canyoning

North Bali is perfect site to get all funs of canyoning adventure in wonderful nature. Range from the easiest 
level until hardest level may try in there.

But, should choose level according to your experience. If have no, you still try the adventure. Because, North 
Bali provides a few level especially for the novice.

Kalimudah and Keren Kali Canyon is best choice to start the first experience. Rappelling the waterfall, 
swimming along the river, jumping into natural pool, and sliding on rock with water flow. All is available in the 
canyon.

How to Get!



Canyoning Bali Gitgit

As we know that Canyoning Adventure is quite extreme. Hence, don’t be reckless to try it without the coach or 
guide. Besides that, you also need to prepare the full equipment for safety, namely: helm, swimsuit, canyoning 
harness or rope, and so on.

If you really have an interested to get the adventure. Book a canyoning tour package to make it easier. In 
package, you will get many advantages, such as: the professional guide, full equipment, and pick up or drop off 
services.

You may check in Canyoning Bali Price. Have a safe and fun adventure!!
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